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Water       plant  garden  life 

New lifestyle has caused people and children become 

distanced from the nature and organic life. This project aims 

to approach people to nature and environment paying 

attention to water .Water is the basic element of garden 

constituting it and without it there won`t be any plant and 

garden. In this garden, through different sensual and 

emotional experiences with water, the people can feel water 

and are involved with it so that vitality comes to their life and 

the life space is formed. Water can form the life.  

The water garden has a shallow circular pond the surface of 

which is covered with the Plexiglas and some parts are parts 

free. The glass surface of water reflects the sunlight and 

nature around combining with water and focusing the 

maintenance of water. There are some holes on the surface 

some of which are for water fountains; some for flower 

planting and some other are free spaces which let people 

touch the water. The glass surface on water induces the 

walking on water. There is a slot on the glass pond which 

creates the stream with a fountain on the water. Therefore, 

the visitors can have different experiences from the water; 

walking under water or on the water, touching the water 

through the fountains or free parts of the glass. 

 All around the pond, there is a spiral wooden surface on both 

sides of which the crescent benches are located for people to 

sit on with the flowers inserted inside. There are fountains in 

front of the pond water comers from randomly motivating the 

people`s excitement. There are inserted some frames around 

the ponds on which the visitors can write their names or 

memorial sentences and take photo .These frames can cause 

visitors to see the views of the surrounding gardens framed. 
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